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About This Game

Glider Island VR is a skill based hang gliding game where your objective is to collect as many hoops as you can within 10
minutes. You must keep airborne by using your rocket booster attached to your glider! You can add rocket fuel by flying

through the blue spirals randomly placed around each map. You must plot your coarse carefully and watch out for the obstacles
each map throws your way. You have limited booster so be careful with how much you use and when you choose to collect the

blue spirals!

Monthly Tournaments

Each month we host a tournament and the top winners will receive Amazon Gift Cards. Keep track of your scores on the in-
game leaderboards and online here http://www.5drealities.com/Leaderboards.aspx

Beautiful Maps and Scenery

There are 3 maps and each map comes with unique scenery, soundtrack and surprise event. All maps now unlocked on purchase.
The first map is Forest Island with 150 hoops and every two minutes a thunderstorm occurs and you must fight the wind. The
second map is Volcano Island with 175 hoops and every two minutes a Volcano erupts and you must dodge lava bombs! The

Last Island is Desert Island with 200 hoops and every two minutes a Dust Storm occurs and you must fly with limited visibility
and wind. We are constantly updating the game so expect the scenery to be updated often.

Multiple Control Methods
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There are two main ways to control the glider. VR Hand Controllers or VR Head Movement. Each has their own perks. Hand
Controls allow for more precision flying but causes your arms to get tired where Head Controls is more intuitive and causes less

motion sickness. We also support flying with the Xbox controller or Mouse/ Keyboard if you are so inclined to used those as
well.

VR Arcade Ready!

We support Arcades! If you own a location based arcade you can licence Glider Island via Springboard, SynthesisVR, Viveport,
or through Steam Site Licensing Program.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR

Available for Arcades on SythesisVR

BONUS*: FREE ACCESS to Glider Sim Prototype! This is a much more simulated hang glider experience also developed by
5D Realities. It is a work in progress and will most likely be our next VR title on steam. You can learn more here:

http://steamcommunity.com/games/500110/announcements/detail/563351089224178004
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Title: Glider Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Joey Sipos
Publisher:
5D Realities
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8750 processor or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Slow paced, sluggish control, boring combat, ear piercing music, hideous graphics that look like they were drawn by a 1st
grader, uses a password feature instead of a save because that makes sense in 2018. This game has no redeeming qualities at all,
avoid it even if it is on sale.. For the price @ sale Great timewaster......... Game crushing bugs. Abandoned game, 0 support..
BAD GAME !!!!!. It's phenomenal. You get out of it exactly as much as you take.

If you judge VR content based on the effect it has upon you, and what it brings into your life, then Blortasia is worth $5 without
a second thought. Sit in the centre of a deforming, living psychedelic sculpture and meditate, comfortable in the knowledge that
this is just one of hundreds of many sculptures inside a world that presents itself in this way to only you.

The thing that I love so much about this is there isn't a point where you can fully wrap your mind around it. The harder you try,
the more complex and massive everything becomes. Until your ego stops trying so hard to understand what's going on and you
can just be.

10/10 worth the price of a sandwich.. Abandoned is a short point-n-click puzzle game that dwells on the story of a brother that
searches for his adventurous missing sibling by following his clues through puzzles and exploration.

The game doesn't have amazing mechanics and neither is it as intuitive as it could be. However, its graphics are pretty well done
and its length is short enough that its faults don't drag on and make for a boring or frustrating experience.

All in all, I recommend this game for the selected few who enjoy both point-n-clicks and puzzles; don't have uber high
expectations for this humble indie title that attempts and succeeds at being just what it is, and nothing more.

PS: Gave me a distant Lovecraftian vibe, especially his The Nameless City.. This game is so nice
I sold my loot crates
And bought it twice
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This is game is dumb! And I mean dumb in the most endearing way possible.
The gameplay is rather simple, mindless fun. But I still really enjoy it.
What should really sell you on it is the game's visual style. I'm a real sucker for game's that do pixel art in a 3d space.
Check it out! It's easily worth the price of entry.. A few titles jumped out at me these last few weeks, however this one made me
re-watch it. I chose the cinimatic mode. No ill effects and the acting was great, Very well done team. Thats a great stab at
making a vr movie, I like how it progresses. Some other developers want to take notice of this, there are so many things here
that work great. I am compleatly sure that there is a ton of hours behind the art and capture of this, and it was well done. The
eyes bugged me out some, but I also know this is the hardest part of a human to dictate. Emotion is hard to duplicate, but you
pulled it of well. It was recived. This is something more people need to see, and hope this small reveiw helps some. If you have
the compatability, the price is that of a movie, that you can revisit because it's in your library. Yes, now I consider this part of
my movie library.. This game may not be expensive.so you may think it will not be good. Though i thought these things about
this very game, it has come to amaze me at how inspiring and peacfuly delightful it is. I has truly inspired me to get back to
making my own games and just overall helped me with continuing with things that mad me mad because i would get no where,
or that i thought no ione would like. I thank you fireballed Studio for making such an inspiring game!. For best results:

1) Listen to slayer while playing, make sure it's loud, ignore complaints from roommate and\/or neighbors.
2) One hand should be raised up, making metal horns at all times.
3) Headbang, consider growing hair out to maximize effect.. Dangerously close to just being straight up bad rather than funny
bad. Like, it's funny right up until you die a lot because of extremely unpolished handling and basic mechanics and stuff and
then it swiftly becomes annoying but the annoying doesn't last for long enough to make me entirely despise it?

but i still kind of wouldn't recommend anyone actually spend money on it? Idk. Sorry, man. I get the joke, it's just less funny
when the joke cost me eight bucks and kinda flicked me in the head a bit.. Fun and Amazing game! should definitly buy it.
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